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VEGA DC~AC INVERTER
(220to370V DC ~ 220V 3PHASE AC)

is the next level solution for equipping of new or converting of existing
boreholes that is capable of delivering flows of 1000L/h to 22000L/h at
total pump pressures of 2 to 30bar. The inverter works hand in hand
with a 4” 220V 3PH motor to accommodate standard NEMA 4” pump
couplings for 0.75 to 5.5kW. The reason for the special 3 phase motor
voltage is the lowering of the DC input voltage to accommodate
smaller PV panel arrays.
If, for example your solution requires a 0.75kW motor, you would need
at least 750W X 1.3 = 975W or rounded up, 1000W to accommodate
all losses and ensure maximum demand for a 6 hour daily cycle. The
input voltage requirement from the solar panel array is 220V to 370V
DC (If a 380V 3PH motor had been used, the DC input voltage
requirement would be 420 to 710V DC +). A simple array of 4 x
250W/72V PV panels would deliver a perfect 1000W and 288V DC.

VEGA DC~AC INVERTER
(420to720V DC~380V 3PHASE AC)

caters for the high flow and pressure end of the market. This inverter
supplies power to standard 380V 3PH motors and the pumps in this
range are able to deliver 10 to 80m³/h at total pressures of 2 to 45bar.
The high DC input voltage requirement is not a limitation, as the PV
panel arrays are large enough to accommodate thus.
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Output 3AC 380V
Maximum input DC voltage
Recommended DC input voltage range
Recommended input working voltage
The number of Input port
Rated output voltage
Output frequency range
Cooling method
Altitude
Standard

800VDC
420~720VDC
540VDC
1
3AC 380V
0~600Hz
Air cooling
This controller should be installed with
altitude of lower than 1000m.
It will be degraded when the altitude is higher
than 1000m. For details, rated output current
should be degraded 1% for every 100m
CE

Output 3AC 220V
Maximum input DC voltage
Recommended DC input voltage range
Recommended input working voltage
The number of Input port
Rated output voltage
Output frequency range
Cooling method
Altitude
Standard

410VDC
220~370VDC
305VDC
1
3AC 220V
0~600Hz
Air cooling
This controller should be installed with
altitude of lower than 1000m.
It will be degraded when the altitude is higher
than 1000m. For details, rated output current
should be degraded 1% for every 100m
CE

Description of Name Plate
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Output 3AC 380V
Model No.

Rated Output
Power

B503SL-4010
B503SL-4015
B503SL-4020
B503SL-4025
B503SL-4030
B503SL-4040
B503SL-4050

7.5
11
15
18.5
22
30
37

Rated Input Rated Output
Current
Current
Output 3AC 380V
20
17
26
25
35
32
38
37
46
45
62
60
76
75

Motor Power
(kW)

Size

7.5
11
15
18.5
22
30
37

D
D
D
E
E
E
F

Rated Input Rated Output
Current
Current
Output 3AC 220V
5.0
4.5
7.7
7
11.0
10
17.0
16
21.0
20

Motor Power
(kW)

Size

0.75
1.5
2.2
3.7
5.5

B
B
B
C
C

Output 3AC 220V
Model No.

Rated Output
Power

B503SL-4001
B503SL-4002
B503SL-4003
B503SL-4005
B503SL-4007

0.75
1.5
2.2
4.0
5.5

Parts Descriptions:
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External Dimensions

A (mm)
B (mm)
Installation Dimension

H (mm)
W (mm)
D (mm)
External Dimension

Power
(kW)

Size

Installation
Hole (mm)

0.75 - 2.2

B

110.4

170.5

180

120

140

5.0

4 - 5.5

C

147.5

236

250

160

183

5.0

7.5 - 15

D

206

305.5

322

220

183

6.0

18.5 - 30

E

175

455

472

295

222

6.5

37

F

230

564.5

580

380

270

7.0

Installation

Installation Space
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3.1 Schematic

3.2 Solar cell array power supply
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Power On Sequencing:
Disconnect Q2 firstly , and then wait at least 5 minuets until controller discharge (or digital LED and
all indicators extinguish ),then close Q1.Otherwise,will cause the damage of controller.
Notice:
(1) If there is no protection diode connected to the port of input-bus, it is forbidden to close photo
voltaic cell switch (“Q1”) and power grid switch (“Q2”) at the same time. Otherwise , will cause the
damage of solar panels.
(2) When need to transform the power supply mode from power frequency tophotovoltaic cell; you
only need to turn off “Q1”firstly and then close “Q2”. Main circuit terminal functions are summarized
according to the terminal to the terminal symbols in the following table. Wire the terminal correctly
for the desired purposes.
www.nitropumps.co.za
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Specifications of breaker, cable:
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3.5 The wiring of water-level automatic control

3.5.1 The wiring to prevent pump from anhydrous idling
3.5.1.1 The wiring for floater water-level switch connected by cable
The common port ,which using floater water-level switch connected by cable, is fed to the terminal “COM” of
B503 SL controller . And then ,select NO (Normally Open )and connect to “S1” (S1and S2 connected together ). If the NC was connected to “S1”, the parameter “F0.12 ”should be set as follow: S1=1,S2=1.

Remarks: when the actual water-level in the wells is higher than the horizontal line of high water-level ,“S1”
and “S2”will be connected to the “COM” as well as controller automatically will start the pump. On the
contrary, if the actual water-level is lower than the horizontal line of low water-level ,“S1” and “S2” will be
disconnected from “COM”as well as controller automatically stop the pump to prevent anhydrous idling.
3.5.1.2 The wiring for floater water-level switch connected by rod
The floater water-level switch connected by rod is the normally open contact to output and its common wire
is connected to the terminal “COM”of B503SL controller.At the same time ,the low level-water wire is
connected to the terminal “S1” of B503SL controller and the high water-level wire is connected the terminal
“S2” .If the NC was selected,the parameter F0.12 should be set as follow: S1=1,S2=1.
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Remarks:
when the actual water-level in the wells is higher than the horizontal line of high water-level ,“S1”and “S2” will
be connected to the “COM”as well as controller automatically start the pump .On the contrary, if the actual
water-level is lower than the horizontal line of low water-level ,“S1”and“S2”will be disconnected from“COM”as
well as controller automatically stop the pump to prevent anhydrous idling.
3.5.1.3 The wiring for water-level sensors
There are three signal leads as given (left image)for detecting water-level. The shortest signal line is 1,which
is corresponding to the horizontal line of high water-level ,is connected to the terminal “S2”of controller.
The signal line 2 that is corresponding to the horizontal line of low water- level need to be connected to the
terminal “S1” . The longest line is 3 ,which is corresponding to the common port is connected to the terminal
“COM”of controller.

Remarks :
when the actual water-level in the wells is higher than the horizontal line of high water-level “S1” and “S2”
will be connected to the “COM”as well as controller automatically start the pump. On the contrary, if the
actual water-level is lower than the horizontal line of low water-level ,“S1”and“S2”will be disconnected from
“COM”as well as controller automatically stop the pump to prevent
anhydrous idling.
Notice : if only use one detection signal of water-level in the wells ,“S1”and “S2” must be
connected together by conductor.
3.5.2 The wiring of reservoir
3.5.2.1 The wiring for floater water-level switch connected by cable
The common port ,which using floater water-level switch connected by cable ,,is fed to the terminal “COM” of
B503 SL controller . And then ,select NC and connect to“S3”(“S3”and “S4” connected together ). If the NO
was connected to “S3”, the parameter “F0.12 ”should be set as follow: S3=1,S4=1.
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Remarks:
when the actual water-level in the reservoir is lower than the horizontal line of low water-level , “S3” and “S4”
will be disconnected from the “COM”as well as controller automatically start the pump .On the contrary, if
the actual water-level is higher than the horizontal line of high water-level ,“S3” and “S4” will be connected to
“COM” as well as controller automatically stop the pump to prevent water overflow.
3.5.2.2 the wiring for floater water-level switch connected by rod
The floater water-level switch connected by rod is the normally open contact to output and its common wire
is connected to the terminal “COM”of B503SL controller.At the same time ,the low level-water wire is
connected to the terminal “S3” of B503SL controller and the high water-level wire is connected the terminal
“S4” .If the NC was selected,the parameter F0.12 should be set as follow: S3=1,S4=1.

Remarks:
when the actual water-level in the reservoir is lower than the horizontal line of low water-level , “S3” and “S4”
will be disconnected from the “COM”as well as controller automatically start the pump.On the contrary, if
the actual water-level is higher than the horizontal line of high water-level ,“S3” and “S4” will be connected to
“COM” as well as controller automatically stop the pump to prevent water overflow.
3.5.2.3 the wiring for water-level sensors
There are three signal leads as given (left image)for detecting water-level. The shortest signal line is 1,which
is corresponding to the horizontal line of high water-level ,is connected to the terminal “S4”of controller. The
signal line 2 that is corresponding to the horizontal line of low waterlevel need to be connected to the
terminal “S3” . The longest line is 3 ,which is corresponding to the common port is connected to the terminal
“COM”of controller.

Remarks :
when the actual water-level in the reservoir is lower than the horizontal line of low water-level “S3” and
“S4”will be disconnected from the “COM”as well as controller automatically start the pump.On the contrary,
if the actual water-level is higher than the horizontal line of high water-level ,“S3”and“S4”will be connected to
“COM”as well as controller automatically stop the pump to prevent water overflow.
www.nitropumps.co.za
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3.5.3 the wiring for floater water-level switch mounted on a side
The floater water-level switch mounted on a side is the normally open contact to output and its common wire
is connected to the terminal “COM”of B503SL controller.At the same time ,the low level-water wire is
connected to the terminal “S3” of B503SL controller and the high water-level wire is connected the terminal
“S4”.If the NC was selected,the parameter F0.12 should be set as follow: S3=1,S4=1.

Remarks:
when the actual water-level in the reservoir is lower than the horizontal line of low water-level , “S3” and “S4”
will be disconnected from the “COM”as well as controller automatically start the pump. On the contrary, if
the actual water-level is higher than the horizontal line of high water-level ,“S3” and “S4” will
be connected to “COM” as well as controller automatically stop the pump to prevent water overflow.
Notice:
1 . If only use one detection signal of water-level in the reservoir , “S3”and “S4” must be connected together
by conductor.
2 . It is required to modify the wiring of floater switch’s NC or NO according to the parameter setting
(F0.12)
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7.2 Common Faults and Solutions
Controller may have following faults or malfunctions during operation, please refer to the
following solutions:
7.2.1 No display after power on:
• Inspect whether the voltage of power supply is the same as the controller rated voltage or not
with multi-meter. If the power supply has problem, inspect and solve it.
• Check the CHARGE light. If the light is off, Please ask for support. If the light is on, the fault
maybe lies in the switching power supply. Please ask for support.
7.2.2 Power supply air switch trips off when power on:
• Inspect whether the input power supply is grounded or short circuit. Please solve the problem.
7.2.3 Motor doesn’t move after controller running:
• Inspect if there is balanced three-phase output among U, V, W. If yes, then motor could be
damaged, or mechanically locked. Please solve it.
• If the output is unbalanced or lost, the controller drive board or the output module may be
damaged, ask for support.
7.2.4 Controller displays normally when power on, but switch at the input side trips when running:
• Inspect whether the output side of controller is short circuit. If yes, ask for support.
• Inspect whether ground fault exists. If yes, solve it.
•If trip happens occasionally and the distance between motor and controller is too far, it is
recommended to install output AC reactor.
www.nitropumps.co.za
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8.2 Periodic Maintenance
Customer should check the drive every 3 months or 6 months according to the actual environment
8.2.1 Check whether the screws of control terminals are loose. If so, tighten them with a
screwdriver;
8.2.2 Check whether the main circuit terminals are properly connected; whether the mains cables
are overheated;
8.2.3 Check whether the power cables and control cables are damaged, check especially for any
wear on the cable tube;
8.2.4 Check whether the insulating tapes around the cable lugs are stripped;
8.2.5 Clean the dust on PCBs and air ducts with a vacuum cleaner;
8.2.6 For drives that have been stored for a long time, it must be powered on every 2 years.
When supplying AC power to the drive, use a voltage regulator to raise the input voltage to
rated input voltage gradually. The drive should be powered for 5 hours without load.
8.2.7 Before performing insulation tests, all main circuit input/output terminals should be shortcircuited with conductors. Then proceed insulation test to the ground. Insulation test of single
main circuit terminal to ground is forbidden; otherwise the drive might be damaged. Please
use a 500V Mega-Ohm-Meter.
8.2.8 Before the insulation test of the motor, disconnect the motor from the drive to avoid
damaging it.
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8.3 Replacement of wearing parts
Fans and electrolytic capacitors are wearing part, please make periodic replacement to ensure long term,
safety and failure-free operation. The replacement periods are as follows:
>
Fan: Must be replaced when using up to 20,000 hours;
>
Electrolytic Capacitor: Must be replaced when using up to 30,000~40, 000 hours.
8.4 Warranty
For B503SLseries controller,our company provides 12 months warranty after the date of leave factory.
*Tips:
In fact, the application of the product is closely associated with solar sell and environment .only you
correctly preset the parameters of solar cell and additional use of the parameters(“F0.02 and F0.04” ) the
highest utilization efficiency can be achieved .
1.Firstly ,according to the solar sell panel to preset the parameters“ F0.05 and F0.06”. If you don’t want to
use the terminals“S1~S4”,“S1 and S2” must be connected to “COM”, otherwise it does not work normally.
2. Secondary, presetting the lower frequency limit “F0.02”of ensuring that the pump can work in this
frequency.
3. After having the lower frequency limit ,you need to appropriately regulation the start-up voltage .Under
the normal condition of sun light ,if it starts and stops frequently ,you should properly increase the start
-up voltage ,of course ,you also can properly reduce the value of the lower frequency limit According to
the environment as well as in combination with proper these two parameters can use solar energy more
efficiency.
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It is recommended to install your solar panel to face North. This ensures the longest duration of
sunlight exposure.
Below is a guide line to determine the best angle for you panel.
The angle recommendation for various thermal regions are indicated and measured against the
horizontal axis.
The lowest gradient is for winter installations. The highest is summer.
For remote installations, the midway point is recommended.

Northern South Africa installation Southern South Africa installation
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